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Find your style and stick with it.

    — Traditional fashion proverb

This edict is no less true culinarily than sartorially, no less true of menus than of silhouettes. And it’s a directive that Aaron Foster, owner of the new Food
& Drink (https://thefoodanddrink.com/) restaurant in Midtown Reno, has taken as his own.

The name Food & Drink, something almost limitlessly generic, belies the fitted tailoring of what’s on offer: pizza, tacos, Liège waffles. That’s pretty much
it.

The menu is a larger version of the menu Foster served at the original Food & Drink, which he closed in Graeagle, California, about two years ago before
heading down mountain. Food & Drink opens Feb. 7 on Saint Lawrence Avenue next door to Perenn Bakery.

____________

FOOD & DRINK

Address: 18 Saint Lawrence Ave.

Phone: "Nah"

On the web:This way (https://thefoodanddrink.com/) to the tacos

____________

The restaurant in Graeagle, about an hour northwest of Reno, did well during the summer tourist season, but with a population of about 750, business
was challenging the rest of the year, Foster said.

“I wanted to move to a bigger market and see what would happen. We’re still not going to be doing a lot of things. We’re just doing the things we do really
well.”

Pizza dough created over 72 hours
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The cherrypicker pizza at the new Food & Drink in Midtown Reno is topped with mozzarella, burrata, cherry tomatoes, a flurry of basil and squiggles of balsamic
glaze. (Photo: Johnathan L. Wright/RGJ)

Pizza and tacos: It’s a look, in different styles, seen across Reno and Sparks, something Foster readily acknowledged.

At Food & Drink, 14-inch pizzas are stretched from dough that’s created over 72 hours to develop texture and flavor. Foster’s crust is thin, though not
Northeast thin, with a puffy blistered edge that reveals an airy crumb.

The pies, seven in all, are variously outfitted, including classic Margherita, a cherrypicker (burrata, cherry tomatoes, a flourish of basil), and a fig and pig
(swipes of fig jam, prosciutto, Pecorino Romano).

“A slice should stand under its own weight,” Foster said, apropos of the proper editing of toppings.

The pies issue from a three-deck Cuppone electric pizza oven that made the trip from Graeagle. The oven reaches 900 F, the owner said, so the pies
“get the right char.”

Flour tortillas made with organic lard



At the new Food & Drink in Midtown Reno, pork shoulder and ground bison (shown here) tacos are made with flour tortillas, not corn. (Photo: Provided to RGJ Media)

The tacos at Food & Drink feel more distinctive than the pizza.

Yes, the sweet potato vegetarian taco is fashioned using a corn tortilla, the default setting for street tacos (and tacos inspired by them). The pork shoulder
and ground bison tacos, however, feature flour tortillas.

“I know, I know,” Foster said, genially acknowledging food enthusiasts who dismiss flour tortillas as gringo heresy when it comes to tacos, as opposed to
the authenticity and heritage of corn.

“I’m just not that big a fan of corn tortillas in general. It’s a complete personal preference.”

Foster’s flour tortillas call only for flour, water, salt and organic lard. Balls of tortilla dough, made daily, are rolled out to about seven inches before hitting
the flattop grill.

Artist, actor, restaurateur (and Jonas Brother?)
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Aaron Foster, owner of the new Food & Drink in Midtown Reno, prepares a cherrypicker pizza, one of seven pies the restaurant offers. (Photo: Johnathan L. Wright/RGJ)

Foster, 47, comes relatively late to the restaurant game. About a decade ago, he decided he wanted to learn how to make, in a professional way, two of
his favorite foods: pizza and tacos.

He took a cooking class; did a quick study in San Francisco with Tony Gemignani, the famed pizzaiolo; and traveled in Mexico to learn about its food.
Foster opened Food & Drink in Graeagle in 2016.

A DV E R T I S E M E N T

By then, he’d already owned a wholesale home furnishings business in Atlanta, helped found a sports nutrition company in Boulder, Colorad and tried his
hand at acting in Los Angeles. He’d also been making a living as an artist who stitched together images using vintage license plates.

“Anything not to get a real job,” said Foster, who is affable, as lean as a jockey, with chiseled features, a wide smile and a sweep of hair that obligingly
flops just so.

He looks very much like an older Nick Jonas.

License plate portraits of The Duke and Einstein
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The lounge area at the new Food & Drink in Midtown Reno features license plate images — Wild Bill Hickok, John Wayne, Albert Einstein — created by owner Aaron
Foster. (Photo: Johnathan L. Wright/RGJ)

Food & Drink occupies the space that once housed Crème Café and, before that, Theory restaurant. In Graeagle, Foster had four tables, a 300-square-
foot dining room and a 500-square-foot kitchen. In Reno, the new restaurant encompasses 2,000 square feet, with about 45 seats.

Up front, metal stools in matte orange pop at the bar, which is topped with wood reclaimed from the floor of a gym in Wisconsin, Foster said. Across from
the bar, stylish picnic tables are arranged along one wall.

A DV E R T I S E M E N T

On the way to the open kitchen, there’s a lounge area set with slipper chairs and loveseats rendered in pickle, goldrenrod, teal and baby blue. Above
hang three license plate portraits: Wild Bill Hickok, John Wayne and Albert Einstein.

First look: Restaurants coming to Circa Resort and Casino in Downtown Las Vegas (/story/news/2020/01/22/las-vegas-circa-resort-casino-restaurants-
downtown-food-steak-bbq/4533875002/)

Throughout the restaurant, tangles of Edison bulbs are deployed as lighting fixtures.,

In Graeagle, Food & Drink was mainly a solo act in the kitchen: “I served what I could make from scratch myself,” Foster said. In Reno, “I’ve come to the
realization I won’t be able to make everything,” hence recent hiring. “It’s exciting and terrifying at the same time.”

4-nights-a-week dinner; weekend brunch

https://www.rgj.com/story/news/2020/01/22/las-vegas-circa-resort-casino-restaurants-downtown-food-steak-bbq/4533875002/


Liège waffles, here topped with bacon and a poached egg, are on the brunch menu at the new Food & Drink in Midtown Reno. (Photo: Provided to RGJ Media)

To start, Food & Drink is going to be open for Friday through Monday dinner and Saturday and Sunday brunch.

Those Liège waffles, made from dough, not batter, are appearing at brunch, pearl sugar endowing them with a gentle caramelized crunch. Powdered
sugar, strawberries and housemade whipped cream, and a topknot of oozy poached egg crown the waffles.

“I make big batches and freeze them,” Foster said of the Liège waffles, which are notoriously hell on waffle irons because of the dough.
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What do they want in Sparks? (https://www.rgj.com/story/nletter/reno-taste/2020/01/30/jan-31-2020-issue-reno-

taste-newsletter/2857458001/?

utm_source=oembed&utm_medium=onsite&utm_campaign=storylines&utm_content=news&utm_term=1426551001)

Full Belly Deli opens in Midtown Reno in the former El Salvador restaurant

(https://www.rgj.com/story/life/food/2020/01/28/full-belly-deli-midtown-reno-restaurant-food-truck-sandwich-

falafel/4599016002/?

utm_source=oembed&utm_medium=onsite&utm_campaign=storylines&utm_content=news&utm_term=1426551001)

Las Vegas steakhouse named after iconic mobsters to open at the Flamingo

(https://www.rgj.com/story/news/2020/01/29/bugsy-siegel-flamingo-vegas-steakhouse-meyer-

lansky/4591445002/?

utm_source=oembed&utm_medium=onsite&utm_campaign=storylines&utm_content=news&utm_term=1426551001)

Top Reno chefs want to make healthy eating taste good (https://www.rgj.com/story/life/food/2020/01/28/reno-

catering-company-blend-catering-chefs-healthy-eating-taste-good/4586792002/?

utm_source=oembed&utm_medium=onsite&utm_campaign=storylines&utm_content=news&utm_term=1426551001)

Although waffles (though not Liège waffles) are a typical brunch item, you won’t find other brunch standards at Food & Drink.

“We won’t be doing omelets, fried eggs or potatoes,” Foster said. “We will be doing tacos and pizza: a breakfast taco, a breakfast pizza.”

No matter the time of day, find your style and stick with it.

____________

You care about what you put in your mouth. So keep current on food and drink news through alerts, unlimited access to content and more with a Reno
Gazette Journal digital subscription (https://offers.rgj.com/specialoffer?gps-
source=CPNEWS&utm_medium=onsite&utm_source=news&utm_campaign=NEWSROOM&utm_content=JLWright). 

Download the RGJ app (/story/news/2015/09/01/dont-miss--thing-download--rgj-app/71493868/)

Subscribe to The Reno Taste free newsletter right here (https://profile.rgj.com/newsletters/The-Reno-Taste/).

Johnathan L. Wright is the food and drink editor of RGJ Media, part of the USA Today Network. Join @RGJTaste on Twitter
(http://www.twitter.com/RGJTaste), Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/RGJTaste) and Instagram (http://www.instagram.com/RGJTaste). 
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